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About This Game

Millionaire Dancer is a rhythm game that can dance in VR.
Beyond simply matching the pattern, experience the feeling of dancing

Feel various rhythms, dance with your hands and head.

Millions of fans are crazy about your dance concert!
Be the "Millionaire Dancer" with the most popular.
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Title: Millionaire Dancer
Genre: Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Realgam games
Publisher:
Realgam games
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: 4th Generation Intel® Core™ i5 Processors

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050(Oculus : 1050ti)

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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Patch 1.3.13:

Fixed corpses being removed too quickly

Fixed tank getting stuck after falling during a dash

Fixed fast zombies sometimes missing a door they should have attacked

Rolled back Steamworks version to fix a startup crash on Mac OS Yosemite

Reduce CPU usage when using fast forward

. Free Level Editor Update Now Available + Steam Workshop Contest!:
Hey there again fellow dead heads!

Dying to win the respect and admiration of hordes of fellow players from around the world? Then this is your moment, as we’re
extremely excited to announce that we’ve just launched the totally Free Level Editor Update for Zombie Night Terror! So now
not only are you the putrid power behind the zombie apocalypse, but now you can craft the very earth on which your undead
armies march just in time for Halloween.

The editor is based on the very tools that we used to create the game and provides you with everything that you might need to
forge your very own zombiegeddon to challenge yourself. That’s not all though, as the The Level Editor comes with full Steam
Workshop support, letting you share every misstep of your own hellish creations with other like-minded pseudo-sado-
masochists the world over!

Start slow by crafting a single level, then crank things up with a full chapter loaded with enemies, traps, bonuses, mutations, and
intellectually superior dialogue of your own choosing, all of which unfolds according to your devious plan.

Where does the camera go? What music works best? How is the level won or lost? All these questions and more are yours to
answer. And let’s not forget your artistic choices when it comes to intricate pipework, which - let’s face it - everyone loves.

This new Level Editor Update allows you to do the following:

You can create one level, or a whole chapter with several levels

Create the setting, place traps and enemies, add props

Choose enemies, tell them where to go and what to do

Write your own dialogue for the enemies

Select bonuses and mutations, and place them strategically

Control the camera placement and movement

Set the win/lose conditions for the levels, and design challenges for each level

Select sound tracks to accompany your creation

Share your level and rate levels created by other users
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We would love to see all of the maniacal creations with our own dead beady eyes, so we’re also launching a Level Editor
Contest starting from today! Those who participate in this contest get the chance to win the following sweet prizes:

1st Prize

1. Shiny New MSI GeForce GTX 1060 GPU

2. Exclusive Video of your level played by the undead loving developers of ZNT themselves!

3. 5 Good Shepherd Games of your choice on Steam

2nd Prize

1. 5 Good Shepherd Games of your choice on Steam

2. An Exclusive New Zombie Night Terror Digital Poster in high quality printable format

3rd Prize

1. 3 Good Shepherd Games of your choice on Steam

2. An Exclusive New Zombie Night Terror Digital Poster in high quality printable format

Here’s all you need to do to participate in this Level Editor Update:

1. Install the latest game update here on Steam to add the Level Editor

2. Create your own deviously original custom level using the tools available in
3. the game’s Level Editor
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4. Submit you original creation to Steam Workshop using the tag “Zombie Night Terror Level Editor Contest” before 
November 13th

5. Have a great time creating more undead fun in the world!

We all really hope that you enjoy building your own terrifying worlds using the level editor and we can’t wait to see all of the
brilliant creations! Thanks a million again for all of your continued support and for all of your help making sure that the Level
Editor was ready to infect the rest of the world.

Good luck in the contest should you choose to participate!
. Zombie Night Terror Zombie Night Terror now live on mobile!:

After months of hard work and countless zombies sacrificed for the greater good, Zombie Night Terror is finally available on
Android and iOS!

So you can now bring the apocalypse with you wherever you want!

For a limited time, we're also offering a 30% off discount, so if you want to lead a mindless horde of zombies with everywhere,
now is the time.

[zombienightterror.com]

[zombienightterror.com]. Patch 1.1.6 hotfix:
The previous version was erasing inputs on load if there were no input file present. This version should fix it, however if you are
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still experiencing this problem, load the game and go into Settings menu, Controls then click on reset to default.

Changelog:

Fixed controls not being saved correctly between sessions

Fixed Tank dying from a lower height than intended when jumping

. Level Editor Beta Steam Workshop now available:
Steam workshop is now supported in the beta and while it missing some feature, every user present in the group we mentioned
earlier should now be able to publish and subscribe to custom campaigns!

Other than that, this update also adds all the content from the Moonwalkers Update as well a some bug fixes and new features.

As usual, we need feedback, there is probably a lot of bugs that need fixing but are unknown to us. We also need to know if an
existing features need to be improved.

You check the forum here and here if you want to help.. Version 1.1.1 hotfix:
Hey everyone,

They were some issues remaining in the last update:

Fixed Lockdown challenge not registered correctly

Fixed popup asking to skip intro for levels without any intro

Fixed last boss part 1 being too easy

The last update brought some big changes to the game, so if you experience any issues, don't hesitate to tell us in the forum or
send an email to feedback@zombienightterror.com.. Patch 1.1.10:

Fixed end level screen textures being white

. Patch 1.3.11:

Fixed Pancake achievement not working

Fixed Zombie Apocalypse achievement unlocked by Moonwalkers levels

Updated Unity version

Updated Steamworks API

Added missing intro logos

Editor: Fixed signal preview lines not visible after loading a level

Editor: Fixed typos in some brush names

. Level Editor Beta is Now Available!:
Hey there again Fellow Deadheads,
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We’re thrilled to let everyone know that the Level Editor Beta is now available for anyone whom owns the game on Steam!
This new Level Editor feature allows players to create their custom levels and import official new ones into their game.

The Level Editor Feature is currently only available in Beta Form though, as we’re still working on finalizing everything and
improving it to a state that we feel everyone will be happy with. Therefore you can expect that there will be bugs with the
feature, and that using it won’t be the smoothest experience for now. Because of this we decided to place the Level Editor Beta
on its own Special branch here on Steam, so that those interested in checking it out can do so, but it won’t interfere with
everyone else’s enjoyment of the game.

To utilize the level editor, you must first access it on Steam. Here’s a brief breakdown on how to access the right branch and
enable the feature:

1. Go to Zombie Night Terror in your Steam Library

2. Right click on the game

3. Scroll down the available options in the resulting drop-down menu and then select "properties."

4. After this you must then go to the "betas" tab and click on the downward facing arrow key under the “Select the beta you
would like to opt into:" option

5. Select “level_editor” from the resulting drop-down menu

6. Finally click "close" and you will know that the process was successful when the game reads as "Zombie Night Terror
[level_editor]" in your Steam library

Once you download the update associated with switching to the right branch on Steam, you will be able to access the Level
Editor Feature from within the game. We’re still working on finalizing the feature, so there are currently some limitations as to
what players can do with it (besides creating custom levels and importing official new levels). Here’s a brief breakdown of the
current limitations associated with the Beta:

1. No sharing via Steam Workshop for now

2. Chapters edition is not ready yet

3. The UI is not final (and we know that it’s currently ugly)

4. Some tools are not included yet (like line & rectangle painting)

5. Challenges are not useable

6. Please expect to run into a lot of bugs whilst utilizing the Level Editor Beta

7. We’re still working on the final version and would really love all of you feedback as it would greatly help us to deliver
the best Level Editor that we can for everyone to enjoy!

We really hope that you guys will enjoy what the feature already has to offer and we can’t wait to hear all of your feedback! So
please share any thoughts that you might have about the Level Editor in the Beta section of the game’s Steam forum here 
http://steamcommunity.com/app/416680/discussions/2/ or feel free to write to us directly at feedback@zombienightterror.com.

Thanks a million again for your continued support and have fun creating your own devilishly clever levels you undead
masterminds!
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